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Venus is the si xth largest planet and the second planet from the 
Sun, 67 million miles (108 million km) away. The planet is named after 
Venus, the Roman goddess of l ove and beauty. This goddess shined 
the brightest in ancient times. Similarly, Venus is the brightest planet 
in the solar system, reflecting 70% of its sunlight.

Sometimes, Venus is considered Earth's sister because its si ze, 
mass, and density are similar. Venus' mass is about 82 percent of 
Earth's mass. The diameter of Venus is 7520 miles (12 , 104 km). Experts 
think that Venus had water and oceans, like Earth, at one point, too. It 
has since boiled away. Like Mercury, Venus does not have a moon.

Venus is easily seen without a telescope. Initially, people thought 
Venus was two separate planets or stars: morning star and evening 
star. The morning star was called Phosphorus (“light-bringer“ in Greek) 
because dawn would come soon in the East after it appeared. The 
evening star was called Hesperus ("west" in Greek) because it 
appeared in the west after sunset. However, Pythagoras, a Greek 
mathematician from the 6th century, thought it was one planet. So, 
the Greeks named the planet Aphrodite after the beauti ful Greek 
goddess. Romans changed the name to Venus. In 1610, Galileo 
discovered that Venus orbited the Sun.

Even though Mercury is cl oser to the Sun, Venus is 62 degrees 
hotter than Mercury. In fact, Venus is the hottest planet in the solar 
system. Its appearance is very cloudy, but these clouds have almost 
no water vapor. Instead, they are primarily made of carbon dioxide. 
Upper swirls of clouds are made from sulphuric acid, making them 
yell ow mists instead of white clouds. Even though there are clouds, it 
is too hot to rain on Venus. The clouds travel nearly three times faster 
than hurricane winds, making a path around Venus every four days. A 
thunder and lightning show can be seen beneath the layer of clouds, 
but no rain.
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Venus' carbon dioxide atmosphere is 90 times as thick as Earth's. 
We could actually swim through this kind of dense atmosphere. This 
carbon dioxide is like a blanket that keeps the heat in (greenhouse 
gases). This explains why Venus is warmer than Mercury, the planet 
closest to the Sun. Temperatures on Venus can reach 880 degrees 
Fahrenheit (471 degrees Celsius). At this temperature, lead will mel t.

Venus is a terrestrial (rocky) planet. Similar to Earth, Venus has a 
central i ron core and rocky mantle. Venus has rolling plains, mountains, 
valleys, plateaus, and over 1 ,600 volcanoes. Some volcanoes are called 
"pancake volcanoes" because they look flattened from above. There are 
molten lava flows on this dry planet. Some of the craters on Venus 
look like spiders, so they are called "arachnids." Maxwell Montes is the 
highest mountain on Venus, similar in si ze to Mount Everest. Si f Mons 
is one of the largest volcanoes on Venus.

Venus is unique because it rotates backward compared to the 
other planets. Venus (and Uranus) rotate clockwise, East to West. The 
Sun rises in the west and sets in the east. Some think that a collision 
with a giant asteroid or comet caused the opposite rotation. Venus 
rotates slowly. A year on Venus takes 225 Earth days because it is 
closer to the Sun than Earth. However, a day on Venus takes 243 Earth 
days. Basically, the Sun doesn' t rise and set every day like on Earth. 
Instead, on Venus, the Sun rises every 1 17 Earth days. In other words, 
the Sun rises twice a year and on the same day!

Despite being closer to the Sun, about 40 spacecraft have visited 
Venus. Americans were the fi rst on the Moon, but Russians were the 
fi rst to land on Venus with Venera 7. Mariner 2 , Mariner 5 , Mariner 10, 
Pioneer Venus 1 , Pioneer Venus 2 , and an orbiter called Magellan have 
all visited Venus. The Magellan Probe mapped Venus in great detail
between 1989 and 1994. However, a spacecraft can only last about an 
hour on Venus due to the high temperatures.

You can usually see Venus in the sky with the naked eye. It is the 
3rd brightest object in the sky, with only the Sun and Moon being 
brighter.



Fill  in  the  blank

Multiple  choice

What was the morning 
star called?

What probe mapped 
Venus in great detail?

Who discovered that 
Venus orbited the Sun?

What did the Greeks 
originally name the 
planet?

How many Earth days is 
one day on Venus?

How many million miles 
is Venus from the Sun?

True  or  false
The diameter of Venus is 
7,520 miles.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

The United States was 
the fi rst country to 
land on Venus.

A.  Poseidon
B.  Socrates
C.  Aphrodite
D.  Pluto

A.  7
B.  365
C.  104
D.  None of the above

A.  18 million
B.  67 million
C.  35 million
D.  54 million

Venus is the second 
largest planet.
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A.  Aphrodite
B.  Poseidon
C.  Phosphorus
D.  Sartorius

A.  Magellan
B.  Discovery
C.  Mariner
D.  Pioneer

A. Pythagoras
B. Magellan
C. Galileo
D. Hesperus

Venus and Uranus rotate 
clockwise.

Temperatures on Venus 
can reach 880 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

The planet is named a fter 
a Roman city.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

Upper swirls of clouds 
are made from sulphuric 
acid.

TRUE         FALSE

13 14 15Only the Sun and the 
Moon are brighter than 
Venus.

TRUE         FALSE TRUE         FALSE

Sometimes, Venus is 
considered Earth’s  
sister planet.


